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The future of mobility and transportation



Understanding exponential technological change is  key



Science fiction increasingly becomes ‘science fact’



If you’re around 30 years old, today, your kids will 

probably not know how to drive a car by themselves 



“Gradually, then 
suddenly” 



1.Information / Content 

2.Music / Media 

3.Books / Print 

4.Films / TV 

5.Transportation / Mobility 

6.Banking / Financial 

7.Real Estate / Construction 

8.Pharma / Medical  

9.Energy / Utilities   

10.Water / Food



Technology companies will totally disrupt most incumbent car companies 

…but also point them into very lucrative new directions





Shift to renewable energy: impact on  
every segment of society 



Context: the end of combustion-engines: not if but when

World Oil Outlook 2015 (OPEC)



Battery technologies: ready for lift-off



‘Gradually then suddenly’ changes in cost, and then… consumer behaviour  



The shift to renewable energy is a game changer for mobility



In mobility, sustainable will become the new profitable



Dramatic interface revolutions are imminent: the car can be… anything! 



Dramatic interface revolutions are imminent: the car can be… anything! 





https://medium.com/the-ferenstein-wire/futuristic-simulation-finds-self-driving-taxibots-will-eliminate-90-of-cars-open-acres-of



https://medium.com/the-ferenstein-wire/futuristic-simulation-finds-self-driving-taxibots-will-eliminate-90-of-cars-open-acres-of





This is a very good time to challenge outmoded or toxic assumptions





“The capability of a machine 
to imitate intelligent human 
behaviour” 

John McCarthy, who coined 
the term in 1955, defines it as  
"The science and engineering 
of making intelligent 
machines".



Big Data, the Cloud and AI: connectivity ‘like water’ is the future









It is not just the picture that changes… but the entire framework



Smart everything should not be ‘observed everything’





www.theconnectivist.com

Security is not just about technology, but also about standards, regulations, ethics, social contracts 





The era of Digital Ethics is here



What should be the ethics of a Robot-AI-Cloud Car?



Who will be responsible when everything is connected, automated, virtualised and robotised?



Digitization  
Mobilisation  
Screenification  
Disintermediation 
Automation 
Intelligization 
Personalisation 
Anticipation  
Virtualization  
Robotization

These 10 ‘ations’ are impacting the future of cars and mobility, globally



Exponential and combinatorial
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Combinatorial technological change: 3D Printed Cars



75% of the workforce by 2025



Disintermediation: Trust-Shifting to ‘people like me’ and my digital brands



Disintermediation | Automation | Mobilisation | Virtualization 



Anything that can be digitised + automated, will be…



…but convenience and efficiency should never trump humanity 





Screenification 
and the decline of print



Mobile devices are already our external brains



IBM Watson Cars that can…think?



Schwab Intelligent Portfolio via Youtube



IA will be in every single product in the near future, AI…

Via Waitbutwhy



Sergey  2010



Intelligent 
Assistance  

is the low-
hanging fruit



Technology

Humanity Organization

Technology

Humanity Organization

Was Will be



Cars: from product to service to experience



http://nypost.com/2016/04/06/elon-musks-sex-obsession-fuels-tesla-design/

Based on the 10 ations, car companies  
become platforms for experiences



Mobility and transportation: inevitable food-chain 

conflicts means hyper-collaboration is crucial 



Velocity 
Unorthodoxy 
Collaboration 
Agility 



Digital-native ecosystem of mobility, transportation and logistics





Summary and take-aways

1. We must better understand exponential technological changes: 10x thinking 

2. Drivers: shift to renewable energy, quantum computing, the Cloud, IoT and AI 

3. Connectivity becomes like water, data is the new oil, IA/AI the new normal 

4. No security, no standards, no responsibility: no connected cars (digital ethics) 

5. The future of mobility is in digitally-native ecosystems: hyper-collaborate ! 

6. Sustainable will become the new profitable - get ready



“Tomorrow 
belongs to 
those who 
can hear it 
coming” 
David Bowie
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Thanks for your time!

http://www.futuristgerd.com

